This study presents a method of improving the accuracy of relative humidity (RH) measurements from Vaisala RS80 and RS90 radiosondes by applying sensor-based corrections for well-understood sources of measurement error. Laboratory measurements of the sensor time constant as a function of temperature are used to develop a correction for a time-lag error that results from slow sensor response at low temperatures. The time-lag correction is a numerical inversion algorithm that calculates the ambient (''true'') humidity profile from the measured humidity and temperature profiles, based on the sensor time constant. Existing corrections for two sources of dry bias error in RS80 humidity measurements are also included in the correction procedure: inaccuracy in the sensor calibration at low temperatures, and chemical contamination of sensors manufactured before June 2000 by nonwater molecules from the radiosonde packaging material.
Introduction
Radiosonde relative humidity (RH) measurements are used in a wide variety of operational and research applications, including initializing and evaluating numerical models, validating remote sensor water vapor retrievals, constructing water vapor climatologies, studying climate trends, parameterizing water vapor and cloud processes, and performing radiative transfer calculations. Radiosonde data have traditionally been used operationally for weather forecasting, but more recent climate-related uses have placed greater demands for accuracy on radiosonde humidity data, particularly in the challenging measurement environment of low temperatures and low water vapor concentrations in the upper troposphere (UT) and lower stratosphere (LS). The accuracy of radiosonde humidity measurements in the UT/LS region is not well documented.
Most operational radiosonde humidity data are not suitable for climate-related research unless great care is taken to understand both the measurement characteristics of the specific radiosondes used and changes over time in the data-processing and reporting practices of individual radiosonde stations (Elliott and Gaffen 1991) . A comparison of global radiosonde humidity measurements with satellite water vapor retrievals as a common standard (Soden and Lanzante 1996) found large shifts that often fell along geopolitical boundaries of countries VOLUME 
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that use different radiosonde types. The U.S. National Weather Service (NWS) currently uses a mix of Vaisala RS80-H radiosondes with thin-film capacitance humidity sensors, and Sippican (formerly VIZ) B2 radiosondes with carbon hygristor humidity sensors. The change from VIZ to Vaisala radiosondes at some NWS stations in 1995 and 1998 produced the appearance of climate shifts that varied with altitude, season, and geographic location (Elliott et al. 2002) . Ross and Gaffen (1998) have suggested that apparent atmospheric drying in the Tropics observed by Schroeder and McGuirk (1998) , which used satellite data calibrated with radiosonde data, may in fact be the result of changes in radiosonde instrumentation. Climate trends derived from radiosonde data are suspect unless the radiosonde measurement characteristics are carefully considered, and even soundings from the same source (e.g., NWS) are not of equal reliability, especially in the UT.
Vaisala radiosondes are the most frequently used radiosondes in the world, and numerous studies have investigated their measurement accuracy, both directly and indirectly. A systematic dry bias in Vaisala RS80 humidity measurements has been noted in comparison to Raman lidar measurements (Ferrare et al. 1995) and satellite water vapor retrievals (Soden and Lanzante 1996) , and in underpredicting clouds and precipitation in a numerical weather prediction model (Lorenc et al. 1996) . Zipser and Johnson (1998) frequently observed unrealistically dry tropical boundary layers during the Tropical Ocean Global Atmosphere Coupled Ocean-Atmosphere Response Experiment (TOGA COARE) in 1992/93. Heymsfield and Miloshevich (1995) observed substantially ice-subsaturated humidities in cirrus clouds when simultaneous ice crystal measurements indicated that the crystals were pristine and therefore actively growing in an ice-supersaturated environment. Turner et al. (2003) and Revercomb et al. (2003) used dual-radiosonde launches at the Department of Energy (DOE) Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) program's Oklahoma site between 1996 and 2000 to show that RS80-H radiosonde pairs were biased from each other by an amount that differs between calibration batches and within the same batch.
Vaisala and the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) identified physical causes of the dry bias and developed sensor-based corrections for RS80 radiosondes (Wang et al. 2002, hereafter W02) . A statistical temperature-dependent correction for RS80-A humidity measurements was developed by Miloshevich et al. (2001, hereafter M01) based on dual soundings with the reference-quality cryogenic frost-point hygrometer operated by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)/Climate Modeling and Diagnostics Laboratory (CMDL). Turner et al. (2003) developed an empirical correction approach that scales the radiosonde measurements with a constant factor that matches the total-column precipitable water (PW) with that measured by a microwave radiometer (MWR). The MWR scaling was shown from independent measurements to improve the accuracy of the radiosonde humidity measurements, but its impact is primarily limited to the lower troposphere (where most of the PW resides), rather than the UT, where measurement errors are larger and more complicated.
The aim of the present study is to further improve the accuracy of Vaisala radiosonde humidity measurements, particularly in the UT, by developing and validating a method to correct the time-lag error that results from slow sensor response to changes in the ambient humidity at low temperatures. Section 2 of this paper describes Vaisala radiosonde humidity sensors and existing corrections for RS80 bias errors. A method of correcting the measurements for time-lag error is developed in section 3. The combined time-lag and bias corrections are evaluated in section 4 by comparing corrected radiosonde measurements to simultaneous measurements from the NOAA/CMDL cryogenic hygrometer. The impact of the corrections on several radiosonde datasets is shown in section 5.
Sensor principles and bias errors
Vaisala thin-film capacitance humidity sensors consist of a thin polymer layer between the porous electrodes of a capacitor. Water molecules diffuse through the electrode and are captured at binding sites within the polymer structure in concentrations proportional to the ambient water vapor density, altering the capacitance that is measured by the radiosonde. A calibration curve for the sensor response at ϩ20ЊC converts the measured capacitance to RH with respect to liquid water if the temperature is ϩ20ЊC (U 20 ). A second calibration curve adjusts U 20 for the temperature dependence of the sensors to yield the measured humidity at the ambient temperature (U m ). Additional details of the sensor principles and calibration are given by M01.
Vaisala currently produces four types of radiosondes: the RS80-A introduced in 1980, the RS80-H introduced in 1992, the RS90 introduced in 2000, and the RS92 released in October 2003. The RS80-A is still the most widely used operational radiosonde in the world today; and the RS80-H is widely used in the United States, the United Kingdom, and by many research programs. The RS90 is less widely used but was adopted by the DOE ARM program in 2001. Each sensor type has different response characteristics due to different sensor polymer composition and chemistry (A versus H), different physical size and thickness of the polymer layer, and different calibration accuracy. The RS90 and RS92 use the Htype polymer, but the size and thickness of the polymer layer is smaller than that of the RS80-H, which improves the sensor response time. It is imperative to distinguish between the sensor types when considering the accuracy of the measurements, and when applying corrections for measurements errors. In general, all Vaisala radiosonde humidity sensors are qualitatively subject to the same types of measurement errors, but the magnitude of each error varies considerably between the sensor types. Furthermore, the sensor characteristics and corrections discussed in this paper do not apply at all to non-Vaisala sensors.
Several sources of bias error have been identified in RS80-A and RS80-H humidity measurements (see W02 and M01). Corrections for the two primary sources of RS80 bias error, known as ''temperature-dependence error'' and ''contamination error,'' will be incorporated into the time-lag correction that is developed in section 3. The RS80 bias errors are summarized below, and the published corrections are shown in Fig. 1 . The performance of these bias corrections, and comparison of corrected radiosonde data with other coincident water vapor measurements, is reported by Revercomb et al. (2003) , Turner et al. (2003) , Soden et al. (2004), and Ferrare et al. (2004, hereafter F04) .
Temperature-dependence (TD) error arises from inaccuracy in the calibration model for the temperature dependence of the sensor response. This is not an inherent limitation of the sensor, and the correction simply reflects a more accurate calibration model at low temperatures. The correction is essentially zero above Ϫ20ЊC and increases with decreasing temperature. The correction is considerably greater for the RS80-A than the RS80-H (e.g., at Ϫ60ЊC the RS80-H correction is 12% of the measured RH, but the RS80-A correction is 75% of the measured RH). No TD correction is applied to RS90 or RS92 data because the calibration procedure is more accurate .
Contamination error arises from the tendency of nonwater molecules, mainly from plastics in the radiosonde packaging material, to occupy binding sites in the sensor polymer and render them unavailable to water molecules, leading to a dry bias in the measurements. Evaluation of radiosondes of various ages (W02) led to a statistical correction that is a function of the basic calibration humidity (U 20 ) and the age of the radiosonde. Figures 1c and 1d show that the H polymer is much more susceptible to contamination than the A polymer. This statistical correction approach reduces the mean dry bias, but it cannot account for substantial variability in the contamination rate caused by factors such as the temperature at which the radiosondes are stored. The desiccant type shipped with radiosondes was changed VOLUME 21
in September 1998, which is thought to reduce the contamination by 30%-50% (W02). The contamination correction for individual RS80 radiosondes can be improved by using coincident surface RH measurements from a reference-quality instrument (W02), if care is taken that solar heating does not affect the radiosonde or reference sensor when the comparison is made. The contamination problem was reduced or eliminated for RS80 radiosondes produced after 1 June 2000 when Vaisala began shipping radiosondes with a sealed sensor cap that is removed just prior to launch. No contamination correction has been investigated for the RS90 because the error is thought to be much smaller due to the replacement of styrofoam in the radiosonde construction by cardboard. The RS92 radiosonde addresses the contamination problem using ''regeneration,'' whereby the sensor is heated prior to launch to drive off contaminants and recover the original calibration (Hirvensalo et al. 2002) .
The TD and contamination corrections must be applied in a particular manner, which is different for the two RS80 radiosonde types. Since contamination affects the basic humidity calibration (U 20 ), the original (inaccurate) calibration for the temperature dependence of the sensor must first be removed from the measured humidity U m to recover U 20 [W02, their Eq. (5.1), where 
Development of the time-lag correction
Time-lag error results from the sensor's nonzero response time to changes in the ambient humidity when water molecules diffuse into or out of the sensor polymer as the sensor strives to maintain equilibrium with the environment. The time response of a sensor is typically described by its time constant (), which is the time required for the sensor to respond to 63% of an instantaneous change in the ambient humidity. This section presents laboratory measurements of the sensor time constant as a function of temperature, followed by development of a numerical inversion algorithm that calculates the ambient (''true'') humidity profile from the measured humidity and temperature profiles based on the time-constant measurements.
a. Time-constant measurements
Vaisala conducted laboratory measurements of the response time for their radiosonde humidity sensors over the temperature range ϩ25Њ to Ϫ60ЊC. The experimental technique involved exposing each sensor to an essentially instantaneous step change in humidity by rapidly switching between temperature-stabilized dry and moist flows directed at the sensor. The dry flow is dry nitrogen (0% RH), and the moist flow is at a humidity that is near water saturation above 0ЊC and near ice saturation below 0ЊC. Rapid measurements of the sensor output are made at 5-120-ms intervals, depending on the temperature. Both the sensor time constant ( ) and the 90% response time were determined. The time constant is measured under conditions of both increasing and decreasing RH, as there may be differences in the rate at which the sensor polymer absorbs or desorbs water molecules. Seven sensors of each type were tested at six temperatures for both increasing and decreasing RH, and each test was repeated twice in order to investigate the experimental uncertainty.
The mean and standard deviation of the time-constant measurements are shown in Fig. 2 , and are given in Table 1 as a function of temperature, sensor type, and direction of humidity change (increasing versus decreasing). The coefficients of the polynomial fits in Fig.  2 that give the temperature dependence of the time constant used in the correction procedure, (T), are given in Table 2 . The time constant increases approximately exponentially with decreasing temperature. The RS90 responds considerably faster than the RS80-H even though both sensors use the H-type polymer, mainly because the polymer layer is thinner in the RS90 sensor. The A-type polymer is more sensitive (responds faster) than the H-type polymer. Time-lag error begins to affect the sensor's ability to discern detailed vertical structure in the humidity profile when the time constant exceeds about 20 s (100 m of radiosonde ascent), and this threshold is reached at a temperature of Ϫ43ЊC for RS80-A, Ϫ34ЊC for RS80-H, and Ϫ47ЊC for RS90. Note that the time-constant values given by extrapolation of the polynomial fits below the lowest measurement temperature of Ϫ60ЊC are increasingly uncertain with decreasing temperature, and a conservative extrapolation was chosen to favor undercorrection rather than overcorrection.
The use of polynomial fits to the mean values introduces curve fit error, the magnitude of which varies with the temperature. In addition, the time constant will be
Mean and std dev of the 63% response time () as a function of temperature for Vaisala RS80-A, RS80-H, and RS90 radiosonde humidity sensors. Curves show polynomial fits to the mean values for conditions when the RH is either increasing (circles; solid curve) or decreasing (triangles; dashed curve). Artificial points were added at Ϫ90Њ and ϩ50ЊC to constrain the fits to reasonable and conservative values outside the temperature range of the measurements. faster (smaller) than the mean value for 50% of radiosondes, and a conservative approach of using time-constant values that are one standard deviation below the mean is used to avoid overcorrection for some radiosondes. The time-constant values calculated from the polynomial fits are adjusted by a factor F(T) that eliminates the curve fit error and decreases the time constant by one standard deviation at the measurement temperatures. These adjustment factors are given in Table 3 . The time-constant expression used in the correction algorithm is then given by
where P(T) is the appropriate polynomial fit evaluated at temperature T, and F(T) is given by linear interpolation of the adjustment factors in Table 3 to temperature T. The advantage of applying adjustment factors to the polynomial fits rather than just using linear interpolation of the time-constant measurements directly is that the resulting temperature dependence retains the underlying smoothness of the polynomial fit.
b. Mathematical basis of the time-lag correction
Inspection of the high-rate time-constant measurements indicated that Vaisala humidity sensors respond 
a m dt where U m is the instantaneous measured RH, U a is the ambient (''true'') RH that is driving the change in U m , and k is a constant. The solution of this equation for a step-change in U a at time t ϭ t o gives the measured RH as a function of time:
where ϭ 1/k is the 63% response time, and ⌬t ϭ t Ϫ t 0 . It can be shown from Eq. (3) that the fractional response of the sensor as a function of time is given by 1 Ϫ e Ϫ⌬t/ (Fig. 3 ). For ideal exponential response, the 90% response time is a factor of 2.3 greater than the time constant, and this ratio of the 90%/63% response time from the time-constant measurements is shown in Fig. 4 . Most points are in the relatively narrow range 2.1-2.7. The outlying RS90 point at Ϫ20ЊC is thought to have resulted from experimental error, but this uncertainty will not noticeably affect the time-lag correction because the RS90 responds very fast at Ϫ20ЊC ( ϭ 2 s). Apart from two outlying points at Ϫ60ЊC for the RS80-A and RS90, the sensor response is reasonably consistent with the exponential behavior implicit in Eq. (2), although nonexponential sensor behavior must be acknowledged as a source of uncertainty in the timelag correction.
The time-lag effect and its dependence on temperature and sensor type are illustrated in Fig. 5 , which simulates the humidity profile that would be measured for a specified ambient humidity profile, based on Eq. (3). The time-lag effect is small at temperatures above about Ϫ40ЊC but is appreciable at Ϫ60ЊC or below, most notably for the RS80-H. The additional vertical distance required for the measurements to reach the final ambient humidity at Ϫ60ЊC is about 1 km for the RS80-A and RS90, and Ͼ3 km for the RS80-H. In addition to temperature, the time-lag effect is sensitive to the ambient humidity gradient (the humidity gradient shown in Fig.  5 is moderately steep but quite common in the atmosphere).
The essence of the time-lag correction involves solving Eq. (3) for the ambient humidity U a in terms of the measured humidity U m (t). The sample spacing ⌬t must be sufficiently short that U a can be treated as constant during each time step, as is assumed in Eq. (3). Experience with many atmospheric profiles has shown that time steps up to at least 10 s meet this condition, even for very steep humidity gradients. Rearranging Eq. (3), the ambient humidity required to drive the measured humidity from its value at the beginning of the time step, U m (t o ), to its value at the end of the time step, U m (t f ), is given by
where X ϵ e Ϫ⌬t/ , and the ''ambient'' humidity U a will henceforth be referred to as the ''corrected'' humidity U c . Note that data that are not time resolved (e.g., NWS ''mandatory and significant levels'' data) cannot be corrected for time-lag error.
c. Numerical implementation of the time-lag correction
Correction of Vaisala radiosonde humidity data for time-lag error involves applying Eq. (4) sequentially to each time step in a humidity profile, where the change in the measured humidity, U m , during the time step dictates the ambient (corrected) humidity, U c , that must have driven that change. Since Eqs. (3) and (4) Table 1 for conditions of increasing RH (solid; circles) and decreasing RH (dashed; triangles).
consistent, the ambient humidity profile in Fig. 5 (bold curve) can be precisely recovered from any of the nine measured profiles shown (smooth curves), given the temperature and sensor type. Unfortunately, it is not so straightforward when real data are considered. Vaisala RH data are typically recorded with a resolution (precision) of 1% RH, where U m is constant for some time period followed by an abrupt change of 1% RH during a single time step. The measured RS80-H humidity profile shown in Fig. 6 illustrates the time-lag correction procedure, where the original 1% RH resolution data (black stair steps) are first smoothed (blue, U m ), then the time-lag correction is applied to U m to recover the ambient (corrected) RH profile (red, U c ). Direct application of Eq. (4) to 1% RH resolution measurements ( Fig. 6a ) fails for two reasons. During the periods when U m is constant, U c must equal U m , because otherwise there would be a humidity difference to drive some change in U m . Second, the abrupt large changes in U m by 1% RH produces large spikes in U c , because the ambient humidity must be very different from U m to drive such a rapid (apparent) change in U m at cold temperatures, when the time constant is relatively large compared to the 6-s time step. A primary requirement of the time-lag correction is that it operates on a physically realistic time series (not stair steps), which necessitates some type of smoothing for low-resolution data (higher-resolution 0.1% RH data are discussed in section 3e), as well as good data quality control to remove instrument-related noise and artifacts from the raw data processing. Several smoothing approaches were investigated, including boxcar average, polynomial fitting, and Fourier and wavelet techniques, but none of these provide suitable smoothing that also constrains the smoothed data to be consistent with the original data to within the measurement resolution for features of all scales. Appendix B describes a new derivative-based smoothing technique that ensures consistency between the smoothed and original measurements to within a specified tolerance.
The time-lag correction procedure is a sequence of
Simulated humidity measurements as a function of height (smooth curves at labeled temperatures) for a specified linear decrease in the ''ambient'' humidity (bold curve). The assumed radiosonde ascent rate is 5 m s Ϫ1 , and the temperature (ЊC) is held constant. Stair steps show the simulated measurements if the data resolution was 1% RH, as is common.
four steps, illustrated in Figs. 6b-e. The first step is to construct a ''skeleton'' of the measured profile that is defined by a single point in the center of each constant-RH period, with additional points near the ends of long constant periods to better define the shape of the profile (Fig. 6b, U m ) . Although the skeleton profile appears reasonably smooth, the corrected profile calculated from Eq. (4) (U c , red) is much less smooth because tiny changes in slope at the U m skeleton points are amplified in proportion to the time constant. The original measurements contain no information on the precise shape of the profile on scales smaller than the length of the constant periods, so each skeleton point is assigned an ''uncertainty'' or ''tolerance'' and is allowed to move within this range. The smoothing technique described in appendix B is designed to minimize the third derivative of a time series (i.e., minimize changes in the curvature), where each point is adjustable only within its specified tolerance range. This smoothing algorithm is applied to the skeleton U m profile (Fig. 6c ) with a tolerance of Ϯ0.15% RH for most points (Ϯ0.5% RH for points added near the edges of long constant periods). The resulting U c profile is markedly smoother, while ensuring that the smoothed U m skeleton remains consistent with the original measurements within the smoothing tolerance. The smoothing tolerance values were chosen by experimentation to achieve smooth results while ensuring that the total smoothing from multiple smoothing operations affects the data by a maximum amount that is smaller than the resolution of the measurements. This derivative-based smoothing algorithm is central to the time-lag correction procedure, and may have broader application for the smoothing of time-series data within specified constraints (such as an uncertainty estimate). Its numerical implementation and sensitivity to the smoothing tolerance parameter are described in appendix B.
A smooth measured profile does not necessarily produce a corrected profile that is equally smooth, due to the complicated exponential relationship between U m and U c . Assuming that an ambient humidity profile is inherently smooth (in a derivative sense), the corresponding measured profile will not be precisely smooth because it is merely the sensor response to a smooth ambient profile via Eq. (3). Since U c is very sensitive to the slope of U m at low temperatures, a small change in a given U m point can produce a large change in the corresponding U c point (and vice versa). A modified version of the smoothing algorithm is applied to the U c profile, which iteratively adjusts and maximizes the smoothing tolerance for individual U c points such that no U m point moves by more than a specified amount. The smoothed U c profile from this second smoothing operation is shown in Fig. 6d for smoothing tolerance parameter ⌬U m ϭ Ϯ0.15% RH. The implementation of the modified smoothing algorithm is described in appendix B.
At this point in the time-lag correction procedure (Fig.  6d) , the skeleton U m profile is consistent with the original measurements at the skeleton points by a known and controlled amount, Ϯ0.3% RH for most points (Ϯ0.15% RH from the first smoothing step, and Ϯ0.15% RH from the second smoothing step). The time-lag correction is essentially complete except for restoring the original 6-s time series. In most cases it would be sufficient to apply spline or polynomial interpolation to the VOLUME 21
smoothed U m profile followed by calculation of the final U c profile, but occasionally spline interpolation produces undesirable artifacts when the slope changes abruptly. The technique used in Fig. 6e to restore the full time series uses the smoothing algorithm to repeatedly add points to the U m profile midway between the existing skeleton points, where the existing points are held fixed (tolerance ϭ 0) and the new points are assigned a large tolerance such that they will conform smoothly to the established U m profile. Several iterations of new points produces a U m profile of sufficient point density that spline interpolation can safely be used to fully restore the original time series and calculate the final U c profile.
The smoothing tolerance parameter controls how ''tightly'' the smoothed U m profile is tied to the skeleton of the original measurements, which affects the shape of the U c profile and is therefore a source of uncertainty. Figure 6e (dashed) shows the sensitivity of U c to the smoothing tolerance by comparing U c using the example (standard) smoothing tolerance (⌬U m ϭ Ϯ0.15) with U c when the smoothing is either substantially less (⌬U m ϭ Ϯ0.05), or substantially more (⌬U m ϭ Ϯ0.3). The uncertainty due to the smoothing choice is negligible for most of the profile (Ͻ1% RH) but is up to Ϯ3% RH in the most sensitive locations, where the measured humidity gradient changes relatively abruptly at low temperatures.
d. Incorporation of bias corrections
Corrections for the TD and contamination errors for RS80 radiosondes should be performed first, then the time-lag correction is applied to the bias-corrected profile. Although the bias corrections are simply equations that depend on the measured temperature and humidity, they cannot be applied to the original measurements before the skeleton profile is defined, because the skeleton definition is based on integer constant-RH periods. The skeleton profile and smoothing tolerance are first established from the original data, then the bias corrections are calculated and added to each skeleton point, then the smoothing operations and time-lag correction are performed on the bias-corrected profile. Figure 6f shows the example profile after first correcting the TD error (green) and then correcting for time-lag error (red). Since this radiosonde was produced after 1 June 2000, the contamination correction is zero. Ice saturation at the tropopause (Ϫ73ЊC) is 49% RH, suggesting that this is a tropopause cirrus layer approximately 1 km thick (within a few percent RH absolute accuracy), which would not be apparent from either the original measurements or the bias-corrected measurements.
e. Important algorithm details
The correction approach described in section 3c applies to standard Vaisala data with 1% RH resolution, and the approach must be modified for higher-resolution data (e.g., 0.1% RH). In these cases, it is not necessary to construct a skeleton profile before applying the smoothing if the sample spacing is greater than about 6 s, as demonstrated in section 4. If the sample spacing for 0.1% RH data is less than about 6 s, inherent ''noise'' from the instrumentation and raw data processing leads to noisy results, because the critical ratio ⌬t/ becomes strongly influenced by the noise. One approach in these cases is to degrade the resolution of the data to 1% RH by rounding to the nearest integer, then proceed with the standard correction procedure described in section 3c; however, information on the finescale vertical structure in the humidity profile will be lost. The recommended approach is to use the full resolution of the data and instead degrade the sample spacing to at least 6 s by averaging then subsampling.
Instrument noise must be removed prior to performing the time-lag correction. A useful temperature-dependent criterion for identifying ''spikes'' in the data is to limit the ambient (corrected) humidity gradient to a maximum of 12% RH s Ϫ1 , which corresponds to the condition dU m /dt Ͻ 12(1 Ϫ e Ϫ1/ ), where the latter factor is the fractional sensor response in 1 s. Single-point peaks in the original data (e.g., at 11.5-km altitude in Fig. 6 ) are artifacts of the low resolution and raw data processing. These are set equal to the previous value, and wider peaks at cold temperatures are treated similarly if their duration is less than 0.1. Throughout the correction algorithm, threshold values and adjustable parameters are specified in terms of slopes or the time constant, which generalizes the algorithm for different sensor types and time steps.
Evaluation of the correction algorithm
Corrections for time-lag, TD, and contamination errors were applied to a dataset of 40 simultaneous soundings from RS80-H radiosondes and the NOAA/CMDL cryogenic frostpoint hygrometer, conducted monthly between July 1998 and March 2002 at Boulder, Colorado. The NOAA hygrometer is a relatively fast-response instrument with a known measurement uncertainty (Vöm-el et al. 1995; Oltmans and Hofmann 1995; M01) . The hygrometer is used in this study as a reference instrument for evaluating the radiosonde measurements and corrections. All soundings were conducted during the daytime, so possible day/night differences and solar radiation effects cannot be evaluated with this dataset.
a. The NOAA/CMDL cryogenic hygrometer
The hygrometer measures water vapor concentration based on the chilled-mirror principle, where the temperature of a mirror is controlled to maintain a constant thin layer of frost coverage, and this equilibrium temperature is the frostpoint temperature of the air (T f ). The mirror can be heated electrically or rapidly cooled by a cryogenic liquid. The relative humidity is calculated from T f and from the air temperature (T) measured by the radiosonde, according to RH ϭ e i (T f )/e w (T) ϫ 100%, where e i is the saturation vapor pressure over ice as given by Hyland and Wexler (1983) :
where T (or T f ) is in kelvins, e i is in dyn cm Ϫ2 , A ϭ 4.163 501 9, a 0 ϭ 5.674 535 9 ϫ 10 3 , a 1 ϭ 6.392 524 7, a 2 ϭ Ϫ9.677 843 ϫ 10 Ϫ3 , a 3 ϭ 6.221 570 1 ϫ 10 Ϫ7 , a 4 ϭ 2.074 782 5 ϫ 10 Ϫ9 , and a 5 ϭ 9.484 024 ϫ 10 Ϫ13 ; and e w is the saturation vapor pressure over water as given by Wexler (1976) : Ϫ13 . These particular saturation vapor pressure formulations are used in part because Vaisala's TD calibration equations were determined using these formulations. Discussion of different saturation vapor pressure formulations can be found in appendix B of M01.
The fractional uncertainty in RH calculated from the hygrometer measurements, given by estimated uncertainties of Ϯ0.5ЊC in both T f and T, varies with temperature from 0.06 at 0ЊC to 0.10 at Ϫ70ЊC (e.g., the uncertainty in a calculated RH value of 30% at Ϫ70ЊC is Ϯ3% RH). This constitutes the accuracy limit for which comparisons between the radiosonde and hygrometer data are meaningful. It should be noted that the Vaisala ''ground-check correction'' was not applied to the NOAA RS80-H data. The ground-check (GC) correction is intended to remove the calibration bias for individual radiosondes using a prelaunch radiosonde measurement at 0% ambient RH, determined by placing the sensor in a chamber containing desiccant. However, W02 give several reasons to avoid the GC correction, especially for radiosondes whose bias is partly due to contamination.
b. Algorithm validation
The NOAA data are output with a resolution of 0.1% RH and a sample spacing of 8 s, so these data are not characterized by the ''stair steps'' of 1% RH resolution data as described in section 3c and Fig. 6 . The corrections and smoothing operations are therefore applied directly to the original RS80-H data without constructing a skeleton profile, as described in section 3e. Almost all of the radiosondes were produced before June 2000, so they are corrected for contamination error as well as time lag and TD error.
Four of the 40 RS80-H/hygrometer soundings are shown in Fig. 7 , illustrating two main conclusions about the performance of the correction algorithm (cf. red and purple curves). First, the time-lag correction is seen to recover vertical structure in the radiosonde profile that had been ''smoothed'' by slow sensor response at low temperatures. Much more vertical structure exists in humidity profiles in the UT than is apparent from the original radiosonde data, but the ''information'' about the vertical structure is present in the measured humidity gradient. The general accuracy of the laboratory timeconstant measurements and their validity under operational conditions are also verified by Fig. 7 (as well as by the other 36 profiles, which are generally similar). The second main conclusion from Fig. 7 is that there is a residual bias in the corrected radiosonde data relative to the hygrometer. The magnitude of the residual bias is not a function of the temperature but appears to depend on the radiosonde age, where ''young'' radiosondes are undercorrected (Fig. 7c) and ''old'' radiosondes are overcorrected (Fig. 7d) . One cause of the residual bias is found in the age-dependent factor of the contamination correction, which is shown in appendix C to suffer from two shortcomings: an erroneous polynomial fit for radiosonde ages greater than about 3 yr (Fig. C1 ) and an insufficient dataset for meaningful assessment of the contamination process outside the age range 0.5-3 yr. Analysis presented below and in appendix C supports the conclusion that contamination occurs rapidly and reaches a constant ''saturation'' level by about age 1 yr. As justified in appendix C, we recommend that all RS80-H radiosondes produced before June 2000, regardless of age, be treated as if they are 1 yr old when calculating the contamination correction from Eq. (4.1-H) in W02. This ''modified contamination correction'' is used throughout the remainder of this paper.
The profile-average bias between each RS80-H and hygrometer profile is shown as a function of the radiosonde age in Fig. 8 , where the bias was calculated for only altitudes below the tropopause and temperatures below Ϫ15ЊC (at higher temperatures there is ambiguity as to whether the hygrometer is measuring the frost point or the dewpoint). Before applying any corrections (Fig.  8a) , the mean dry bias for the dataset as a whole is Ϫ6.4% RH, and the range of variability at any given age is about Ϯ6% RH. The mean and variability are both on average independent of the radiosonde age as judged by the best-fit curve. Figure 8b shows the mean residual bias of each sounding after correcting for timelag, TD, and contamination errors using the contamination correction as given by W02 (but limited to a maximum age of 4 yr because of the erroneous polynomial fit, as was also done in Fig. 7d ). The tendency suggested by Fig. 7 for the W02 contamination correction to undercorrect young radiosondes and overcorrect old radiosondes is seen to be true in general for the NOAA dataset. The modified contamination correction from appendix C eliminates the residual mean bias on VOLUME 21
Comparison of four Vaisala RS80-H humidity profiles after correction for time-lag, TD, and contamination errors (red) with simultaneous measurements from the NOAA/CMDL cryogenic hygrometer (purple). Other curves: original radiosonde data (light blue, beneath black), smoothed radiosonde data (black), radiosonde data corrected for only the TD and contamination dry-bias errors (green), and the ice-saturation curve (dashed). Panels are labeled with the age of the radiosonde at launch, used to calculate the contamination correction from W02.
average for all radiosondes except those younger than 1 yr, which remain drier than the hygrometer by about 4% RH on average (Fig. 8c) . The range of variability at a given age has also been reduced somewhat by the corrections to about Ϯ4% RH. The humidity-dependent factor in the W02 contamination correction appears to be reasonable and consistent with the NOAA data, as there is no substantial difference in the corrected results
M I L O S H E V I C H E T A L .
FIG. 8. Mean (profile average) RH difference between the RS80-H and hygrometer measurements for each of the 40 soundings, as a function of the radiosonde age. The mean bias is shown for (a) the original RS80-H data and (b), (c) after correction for time-lag, TD, and contamination errors. The original contamination correction from W02 was used in (b), except that a maximum age of 4 yr was used to calculate the correction for older radiosondes. The modified contamination correction was used in (c), where a constant age of 1 yr was used to calculate the correction (see justification in appendix C). Open circles indicate that the mean RH measured by the hygrometer was Ͻ30%, and filled circles indicate that the mean RH was Ͼ30%. The solid curve is a polynomial fit for reference.
between generally drier soundings (open circles) and generally moister soundings (filled circles). Residual variability is attributed to three general causes: 1) variability in the contamination process relative to the mean contamination correction, which may vary substantially between batches that have experienced different temperatures during shipping and storage; 2) variability in the accuracy of the Vaisala calibration (Turner et al. 2003) , which consists of both a random component given by the accuracy of the polynomial calibration models for a given individual sensor (''production variability'') and a bias component that varies between calibration batches and may represent the absolute accuracy of the Vaisala calibration procedure; and 3) uncertainty in the hygrometer measurements, which is random for a large dataset but is a bias for any individual sounding.
The temperature dependence of the RS80-H/hygrometer comparison is shown in Fig. 9 . The mean dry bias in the original RS80-H data relative to the hygrometer (Fig. 9a) increases with decreasing temperature from about Ϫ4% RH at Ϫ20ЊC to about Ϫ12% RH at Ϫ70ЊC, with substantial variability about the mean, especially at low temperatures, as judged by the 68th percentile curves (which are analogous to the standard deviation but are more appropriate for an asymmetric distribution). After applying the time-lag, TD, and modified contamination corrections (Fig. 9c) , the mean bias is reduced to about Ϯ2% RH at all temperatures, and the variability is reduced substantially, especially at low temperatures, due in part to recovery of vertical structure in the profile by the time-lag correction. Note that when the original contamination correction is used (Fig.   9b ), variability actually increases over much of the temperature range due to the age dependence of the residual bias.
In summary, Fig. 7 demonstrates that the time-lag correction substantially improves the accuracy of Vaisala radiosonde humidity measurements by recovering vertical structure in the humidity profile, especially in the UT and tropopause region. Figures 8 and 9 demonstrate that the combination of time-lag, TD, and the modified contamination correction largely eliminates the temperature-dependent mean bias in the uncorrected data, and reduces the variability. The contamination correction, while certainly reducing the bias error on average, remains the largest source of uncertainty in individual corrected profiles for radiosondes produced before June 2000.
RS80 radiosondes produced after 1 June 2000 are shipped with a sealed sensor cap that protects the sensor from chemical contamination, so the corrected data will not contain the associated large uncertainty. F04 compared postcontamination RS80-H measurements with coincident water vapor measurements from the airborne Lidar Atmospheric Sensing Experiment (LASE) during the ARM-First International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) Regional Experiment (FIRE) Water Vapor Experiment (AFWEX) in December 2000 at the Oklahoma ARM site. LASE is an airborne differential absorption lidar (DIAL) that measures water vapor profiles with an established absolute accuracy of better than 6% (percentage, not %RH). The study showed that the time-lag and TD corrections decreased the mean dry bias of the radiosonde measurements rel-
RH difference between corresponding RS80-H and hygrometer measurements, shown as a function of temperature for (a) the original RS80-H data and (b), (c) after correction for time-lag, TD, and contamination errors. The original contamination correction from W02 was used in (b), and the modified contamination correction from appendix C was used in (c). Data are included if the temperature is below Ϫ15ЊC and the altitude is below the tropopause. Curves are the mean in 5ЊC temperature bins (bold) and the 68th percentile above and below the mean.
ative to LASE in the uppermost 4 km of the troposphere from Ͼ15% to Ͻ5%. Similar agreement between LASE and the corrected radiosonde data (Ϯ5%) was found throughout the troposphere. Comparisons between LASE and a ground-based Raman lidar near the radiosonde launch site were within Ϯ4% throughout the troposphere, giving additional confidence in the accuracy of the corrected radiosonde measurements, and the success of the sealed sensor cap in reducing or eliminating the contamination error.
c. Ice supersaturation and supercooled liquid water
The NOAA hygrometer is inherently capable of measuring ice supersaturation, which provides a means of evaluating RS80-H measurements under these conditions. Ice supersaturation cannot readily be generated in a calibration chamber, so the accuracy of the sensor calibration under these conditions has never been evaluated in the laboratory. It seems plausible that a layer of ice might deposit on the sensor surface and limit the humidity of the air that reaches the sensor polymer to ice saturation.
The corrected RS80-H measurements in the ice-supersaturated region in Fig. 7b are in quantitative agreement with the hygrometer and show the same vertical structure, suggesting that Vaisala humidity sensors are indeed capable of measuring ice supersaturation. Figure  10 shows the difference between corresponding RS80-H and hygrometer data points before and after correction, as in Fig. 9 , but for only those instances when the hygrometer measured ice supersaturation. Although the dataset is too small to make rigorous quantitative statements, the corrections clearly improve the accuracy of the radiosonde data substantially, indicating that the sensor responds roughly the same to conditions above ice saturation as to conditions below ice saturation. This conclusion is consistent with the manufacturer's assertion (M01) that water vapor is absorbed into the structure of the sensor polymer as individual molecules rather than as clusters of molecules, where clustered molecules can freeze in lower-quality sensor polymers.
A phenomenon called ''sensor icing'' occurs when RS80 radiosondes pass through supercooled liquid water and the sensor becomes wet and freezes at temperatures below 0ЊC. A coating of ice forms on the sensor and causes the measurement to remain near ice saturation at altitudes above the icing event, even into the stratosphere (Fig. 11) . Sensor icing can also occur below water saturation in thick ice clouds. It is important that users of RS80 data inspect the data for potential sensor icing and disregard measurements above the icing level. The RS90 and RS92 radiosondes, in addition to improved calibration accuracy and faster sensor response, eliminate sensor icing by using dual humidity sensors that are alternately heated to remove ice while the other sensor makes the measurement (Paukkunen 1995) .
Impact of the corrections
The magnitude of the humidity correction depends on the radiosonde type and on the particular humidity and temperature profiles measured. The Vaisala radiosonde types differ substantially in the accuracy of their TD calibrations and their time response, and the accuracy of the two RS80 radiosonde types depends on
FIG. 10.
Relative humidity difference between RS80-H and hygrometer measurements before and after correction, as in Fig. 9 , but for only those instances when the RH measured by the hygrometer exceeds ice saturation.
FIG. 11. RS80-H humidity sounding from the Miami NWS site that illustrates sensor icing caused by exposure to supercooled liquid water. Shown are the original data (solid curve), ice saturation (dashed), and the tropopause (asterisk). Corrected data are not shown because they are as erroneous as the original data.
whether or not they are affected by contamination. Since the TD correction is proportional to temperature and humidity, and the time-lag correction depends on temperature and the local humidity gradient, the magnitude of the correction will vary with both geographic location (e.g., midlatitude versus Tropics) and the season at a given location. This section evaluates the dependence of the correction on location and season, using intensive observing period (IOP) datasets from the DOE/ARM site in northern Oklahoma, and from south Florida sites during the Cirrus Regional Study of Tropical Anvils and Cirrus Layers (CRYSTAL)-Florida Area Cirrus Experiment (FACE) in July 2002.
a. Radiosondes produced after 1 June 2000
The contamination correction is not applied to radiosondes produced after 1 June 2000. The close agreement during AFWEX between LASE and RS80-H measurements corrected for time-lag and TD errors (F04) gives confidence that the contamination has at least been substantially reduced by the sealed sensor cap. Figure 12 shows the amount of correction as a function of altitude for all soundings acquired during AFWEX. The mean and standard deviation of the correction in 1-km-altitude increments are shown in the top panels in terms of %RH, and in the bottom panels as a percentage of the measured RH. The total correction (time lag ϩ TD) is shown in the left-hand panels, and the separate contributions from the TD or time-lag correction alone are shown in the center and right-hand panels. The following conclusions can be drawn from Fig. 12. • The correction is essentially zero in the lower troposphere, because the TD correction is negligible and the sensor time response is relatively fast at temperatures above about Ϫ30ЊC.
• The total correction (left-hand panels) increases the mean water vapor concentration in the UT by up to 4% RH (or 13% in absolute terms) and decreases the mean water vapor concentration in the LS by up to Ϫ4% RH (or Ϫ35%, which is a large percentage because the stratospheric humidity is very low). The variability between soundings is large, and the correction for some soundings exceeds 25% in the UT and Ϫ55% in the LS.
• The contribution from the TD correction (center panels) reflects the mean humidity and temperature pro- files during AFWEX, and their variability. The peak in the TD correction is at the tropopause (Fig. 12b) , because the temperature is lowest and the mean humidity is relatively high compared to the LS. The percentage TD correction remains about 15% in the stratosphere (Fig. 12e) , but it is 15% of the very low stratospheric RH and is not particularly meaningful.
• The contribution from the time-lag correction (righthand panels) mainly reflects the temperature profile and the local humidity gradient, where the latter can vary substantially at a given altitude and accounts for the large variability between soundings. The time-lag correction can be either positive or negative, and a contribution of the time-lag correction to the mean implies that the humidity at a given altitude is preferentially either increasing or decreasing. The mean time-lag correction reflects the common occurrence of increasing RH below a high-humidity layer near the tropopause, followed by decreasing RH above the tropopause into the LS. One consequence of this common atmospheric structure is that the time-lag correction steepens the humidity gradient and narrows the thickness of the troposphere-stratosphere transition region.
The correction for a given sounding depends on the structure of the humidity and temperature profiles, as The time-lag correction was applied to all soundings, and the TD correction was applied to the RS80-H soundings. All RS80-H radiosondes were produced after Jun 2000, so no contamination correction is applied. Symbols are the same as in Fig. 12. well as the radiosonde sensor type. Figure 13 shows the percentage correction as a function of altitude for soundings from two south Florida sites during CRYSTAL-FACE, in comparison to the AFWEX dataset. The Miami NWS site used RS80-H radiosondes (Fig. 13a) , and the Everglades City site used RS90 radiosondes from the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL) mobile facility (Fig. 13b) . The Miami and AFWEX datasets (both RS80-H) show the same general characteristics: that the corrections increased the water vapor in the UT, decreased the water vapor in the LS, and exhibit large variability between soundings due to the time-lag correction. The greater mean water vapor increase in the UT of 21% for Miami (versus 13% for AFWEX) mostly reflects the higher tropopause altitude, colder temperatures in the UT, and higher mean humidity at the Miami site. Results from the Tampa NWS site (not shown) are almost identical to the Miami results. The RS90 dataset (Fig. 13b) , which sampled synoptic conditions that were generally similar to the Miami site, shows only a small increase in UT water vapor and considerably less variability than the RS80-H datasets, due to the faster sensor time response and absence of a TD correction. The mean water vapor in the LS is still reduced by 20% due to the consistent negative humidity gradient above the tropopause.
These examples illustrate the important point that comparisons of uncorrected radiosonde data between different sites (or between seasons at the same site) actually reflect the sum of real differences in the atmospheric profiles plus differences in the measurement error that are a function of the real differences. That is, climatologies contain variability that in part results from variability in the measurement error.
b. Radiosondes produced before 1 June 2000
In addition to the time-lag and TD corrections, Vaisala RS80 radiosondes manufactured before June 2000 should be corrected for chemical contamination error using the modified contamination correction described in appendix C. Figure 14 shows the percentage correction for several ARM IOP datasets that used RS80-H radiosondes produced before June 2000. Whereas the AFWEX results (Fig. 12d) show that the time-lag and TD corrections are essentially zero in the lower troposphere, the contamination correction for these datasets is 10%-20% in the lower troposphere, where most of the total-column PW resides. The correction increases with altitude to a mean of 50%-100% at the tropopause, with substantial variability between soundings. The large uncertainty in the contamination correction seriously limits the accuracy of any individual corrected sounding.
Conclusions
This study has concerned improving the accuracy of Vaisala radiosonde humidity measurements, especially in the UT, by applying sensor-based corrections for wellunderstood sources of measurement error. Laboratory measurements of the sensor time constant conducted by Vaisala were used to develop a correction for time-lag error that is caused by slow sensor response at low
14. Altitude profiles of the amount of correction as a percentage of the measured RH for four ARM water vapor IOPs that used RS80-H radiosondes produced before 1 Jun 2000. The time-lag, TD, and modified contamination corrections were applied. Symbols are the same as in Fig. 12 , with an additional reference line at ⌬RH ϭ 50%.
temperatures. RS80 radiosondes were also corrected for temperature-dependence (TD) error that results from inaccuracy in the sensor calibration at low temperatures, and RS80 radiosondes produced before June 2000 were corrected for chemical contamination error that is caused by the occupation of binding sites in the sensor polymer by nonwater molecules outgassed from the radiosonde packaging material.
The correction algorithm was evaluated by comparing corrected RS80-H measurements with simultaneous measurements from the reference-quality NOAA/ CMDL cryogenic hygrometer. The time-lag correction recovers vertical structure in the humidity profile that had been highly smoothed by slow sensor response at low temperatures (Fig. 7) . The time-lag correction, on average, increases water vapor in the UT, decreases water vapor in the LS, and reveals a much sharper troposphere-stratosphere transition than is indicated by the original measurements. The sensitivity of the time-lag correction to the local humidity gradient leads to considerable variability between soundings in the sign and magnitude of the correction at a given altitude. The time-lag correction procedure requires a smooth time series of humidity measurements, and a new derivativebased numerical technique was developed to smooth time series data within a specified tolerance, thereby preserving consistency with the original data at all scales.
Statistical analysis of the difference between corresponding RS80-H and NOAA hygrometer measurements (Fig. 9) shows that the corrections reduced the mean radiosonde dry bias from 4% RH at Ϫ20ЊC and 10% RH at Ϫ70ЊC to about Ϯ2% RH at all temperatures. Variability in the RS80-H/hygrometer comparison was reduced by the time-lag correction, and residual variability is due in part to large uncertainty in the statistical contamination correction for any individual sounding. An age-dependent residual bias (Fig. 8 ) revealed shortcomings in the contamination correction as given by W02 (Fig. C1) , and we recommend specifying a constant radiosonde age of 1 yr when calculating the contamination correction. It was also shown that Vaisala humidity sensors are capable of measuring ice supersaturation, and that RS80 sensors are susceptible to sensor icing.
The corrections were applied to several IOP datasets, APPENDIX A
Vaisala Radiosonde Serial Numbers
The ''age'' of a radiosonde is defined as the time between the factory calibration and the launch. The calibration date is encoded in the radiosonde serial number, with separate encoding schemes for RS80 and RS90 radiosondes. Furthermore, the RS80 scheme was changed in October 1995. There are nine characters in RS80 serial numbers and eight characters in RS90 serial numbers. The RS80-H cannot be distinguished from the RS80-A based solely on the serial number. See appendix A of M01 for advice on distinguishing the two RS80 models. The beginning portion of the serial number encodes the calibration date as shown below, where ''x'' is just a sequence number. 
Derivative-Based Smoothing Algorithm
The time-lag correction is very sensitive to changes in the slope of the humidity profile at low temperatures, which requires some means of smoothing the data while still maintaining consistency with the original data at all scales. This appendix describes the numerical implementation of an algorithm that produces a locally smooth time series by minimizing the third derivative of the data subject to specified constraints on the amount that any data point may move. The algorithm attempts to maintain constant curvature to the extent that is possible within the specified smoothing tolerance. This smoothing technique has advantages over other approaches, such as averaging, polynomial smoothing, and Fourier or wavelet techniques, in situations when only local smoothness is required. The flexibility to specify tolerances for each data point preserves features in the data at all scales, and the sample spacing can be irregular since this approach is based on slopes. Figure B1 illustrates the algorithm performance for various values of the smoothing tolerance parameter ⌬y and independent variable t.
The mathematically astute reader will immediately note that this problem has no unique solution, as any adjustment that improves the smoothness at point i may reduce the smoothness at point i ϩ 1. The smoothing algorithm is iterative and seeks a balance between the competing interests of neighboring points. Notation such as the following will be used in this discussion: D 3 [i ϩ 2] refers to the third back-derivative of y calculated at point i ϩ 2, in which case B1 . Sensitivity of the smoothing algorithm to the smoothing tolerance parameter ⌬y, for independent variable t. The dots and the dashed curve show the original (unsmoothed) data, and vertical bars show the allowable smoothing range Ϯ⌬y. The solid curve is the solution that minimizes the third derivative while keeping all points within the specified tolerance. 
, where the appropriate substitutions and some algebra lead to the constant-curvature value y c [i ϩ 1]:
where 
The above procedure is biased toward smoothing the data as viewed in the ''forward'' direction, but the ''reverse'' direction is equally valid and generally leads to a different result. A compromise is achieved by also computing the smoothed array in the reverse direction, then accepting the average of the forward and reverse results at each point as the smoothed array, y s . The process is then repeated, where the fixed ''aiming point'' is now y s [i ϩ 2] from the previous iteration. Usually the solution changes very little after three iterations. The two points at each end of the array are treated separately after each iteration. The minimum D 3 for the next-tothe-endpoint is calculated for each of 100 equally spaced points in the endpoint tolerance range, and the pair of points that minimizes | D 3 | are chosen. Often several
FIG. C1. RS80-H contamination correction as a function of radiosonde age at ϩ20ЊC, from W02. Curves show the correction (%RH) for the four labeled values of the measured RH. Dots and vertical dashed lines indicate the ages of the radiosondes that were tested by Vaisala and used to derive the contamination correction (number of radiosondes tested is also indicated). Asterisks show the ages of the 40 RS80-H radiosondes in the NOAA dataset. pairs produce D 3 ϭ 0, so a second criterion is used to select the optimal pair. One possibility is to choose the pair that has the minimum | D 2 | (i.e., closest to linear at the ends).
A second algorithm is needed to smooth corrected humidity profiles, while constraining the amount by which the measured profile is smoothed. Due to the complicated relationship between the corrected and measured points via Eqs. (3) and (4), a desired smoothing tolerance for the measured points might allow a much larger amount of smoothing for the corrected points, especially at low temperatures, at which the correction is very sensitive to the slope of the measured profile. The goal of this second algorithm is to maximize the amount of smoothing of the corrected profile while ensuring that no measured point is moved more than the specified smoothing tolerance when the corresponding measured profile is calculated from Eq. (3). This is accomplished by first applying the smoothing algorithm to the corrected profile with an initial guess for the smoothing tolerance, then calculating the corresponding measured profile from Eq. (3) and evaluating the impact on the measured profile to either expand or restrict the smoothing tolerance for certain points in the corrected profile for subsequent iterations. If a given measured point is outside its specified range, then the responsible corrected point(s) must be restricted for the next iteration. Conversely, if a given corrected point is at the limit of its smoothing tolerance but more allowable smoothing is available for the corresponding measured point, then the smoothing tolerance for the corrected point can be expanded for the next iteration. Since a change to any given point can affect subsequent points, it is necessary to evaluate whether expansion of the smoothing range for a given corrected point might cause subsequent measured points to be thrown out of their smoothing tolerance range in the next iteration. There is a certain amount of unpredictability in this system, so conservative changes are merited. It is helpful to predict the effect of moving one point on subsequent points, and this can be accomplished using derivatives of the discrete forms of Eqs. (3) and (4).
APPENDIX C

Modified RS80-H Contamination Correction
The RS80-H contamination correction given by W02 (see our Fig. 1d ) exhibits a suspicious age dependence, where the contamination at a given RH increases with time up to age 1 yr, then is nearly constant for years 1-3, but then increases dramatically for radiosondes older than 3 yr. In contrast, the RS80-A contamination rate slows with increasing age (Fig. 1c) , asymptotically approaching a constant ''saturation'' value, as intuition might suggest if the contamination rate is viewed as being proportional to the number of susceptible binding sites that are not yet contaminated. The RS80-H contamination correction is instead plotted as a function of the radiosonde age in Fig. C1 , where vertical lines indicate the five radiosonde ages that were used to derive the correction (from Table 2 of W02) and asterisks indicate the ages of the NOAA radiosondes. Clearly, the peak at age 5 yr and subsequent decrease in contamination for older radiosondes are erroneous artifacts of the polynomial fitting. The age used to compute the contamination correction for the 6.7-yr-old radiosonde shown in Fig. 7d was arbitrarily set to 4 yr for demonstration purposes, because the calculated contamination correction was actually negative. The correction for RS80-H radiosondes younger than 0.5 yr is also in question because there were no data to distinguish whether the contamination process is gradual (as is assumed by specifying zero correction at zero age) or occurs rapidly and reaches a ''saturation'' amount (as suggested by the constancy of the correction in the age range 1-3 yr). The single data point at age 5.5 yr does suggest that contamination may again increase after age 3 yr, but this behavior seems implausible and is likely the result of large variability in contamination and the limited sample size of four radiosondes (these radiosondes may be more contaminated than average because they were exposed to high storage temperatures in the Tropics during TOGA COARE).
The mean bias between the hygrometer and uncorrected RS80-H profiles (Fig. 8a ) displays considerable variability between soundings (Ϯ6% RH), and on average it is independent of the radiosonde age, suggesting VOLUME 
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that these radiosondes were ''fully contaminated'' prior to launch, regardless of the radiosonde age. Both the NOAA dataset and the W02 dataset suggest that RS80-H radiosondes are fully contaminated by age 1 yr, and therefore all radiosondes of age 1 yr or older should be treated as if they are 1 yr old when calculating the contamination correction. (Note that it makes little difference which age in the range 1-2.5 yr is used to represent full contamination, since the polynomial fit is constant throughout this range.) Correction of the NOAA dataset using a constant age of 1 yr for the contamination correction (Fig. 8c) shows that both the NOAA and the W02 datasets are consistent with the notion that radiosondes older than 1 yr are fully contaminated.
Interpretation of the contamination bias for radiosondes younger than 1 yr is less clear. The W02 data at the single age of 0.46 yr show that on average these seven radiosondes are contaminated by approximately 70% of the saturation value, whereas the NOAA data show that the contamination in the age range 0.1-0.7 yr actually exceeds the saturation value since a residual mean dry bias remains after the data are corrected assuming a radiosonde age of 1 yr (Fig. 8c) . Since contamination is produced by outgassing of volatiles from the radiosonde packaging material, it is a temperaturedependent process, and both the time required to reach full contamination and the amount of contamination when saturated may vary considerably, depending on the temperatures experienced by the radiosondes during transport and storage. According to this view, the young NOAA radiosondes must have experienced higher temperatures than the young W02 radiosondes, leading to both more rapid contamination and a higher level of saturated contamination. However, Turner et al. (2003) found that the accuracy of the Vaisala calibration varied between calibration batches, which could contribute to either the apparent undercorrection of the young NOAA radiosondes in Fig. 8c or the W02 estimate of contamination at age 0.46 yr. Variability due to calibration accuracy cannot be distinguished from variability in the contamination process.
The NOAA and W02 datasets both clearly support the conclusion that contamination reaches a saturation level by age 1 yr, and therefore all radiosondes older than 1 yr should be treated as if they are 1 yr old when calculating the correction. There is considerable variability in the residual bias between radiosondes of the same age (Ϯ4% RH is suggested by Fig. 8c ). There is additional uncertainty for radiosondes younger than 1 yr due in part to the poorly known time required to reach saturated contamination and its dependence on storage temperature. This study has assumed that all radiosondes are saturated with contamination regardless of their age (as supported by Fig. 8 ), and therefore a constant age of 1 yr was used to calculate the contamination correction from W02.
